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Part 2: Personal Challenges of Organisational Leadership

Creating a Bridge Between Deficit-based and
Strength-based Problem Solving: the Journey of a
Six Sigma Master Black Belt
ABSTRACT

David Shaked shares his
personal journey which
starts with learning
deficit-based problems
solving methodologies and
continues to the discovery
of AI and its implications
for his work and personal
life. This article explores
his inner and outer worlds,
the powerful questions
he faced and the great
outcomes these questions
led to. It also proposes
a way to bridge deficitbased and strength-based
methodologies to reach a
potentially powerful and
positive result.
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Part one: Building some problem solving expertise
I first heard about Appreciative Inquiry over three years ago. Until then, I had
been busy developing a successful career in the large corporate world. I joined
a leading global company after gaining a degree in Accounting and Economics.
The experience led me to choose to further my studies and gain an MBA degree,
a rich learning experience. I learned many approaches for analysing different
business challenges and driving change.
After I graduated, I took on a new role, working with a different global corporate.
There I learned some new and additional problem solving and business
improvement techniques. These approaches were called Six Sigma and Lean
Thinking. Through these approaches I learned to identify when defects occur,
find the root causes and work on solving them as well as identifying and
removing waste in the daily company activities.
My work covered all parts of the organisation, from manufacturing, through
distribution, customer services and all the way to sales. Wastes and defects were
everywhere and I was after them with the conviction that every step we take
to eliminate waste or defects impacts our customers positively and brings the
company to a better state. Not only was I busy helping the organisation with its
waste and defect elimination efforts, I was also teaching others how to apply the
tools and coaching them in their efforts.
There was a lot of work for us! As soon as one project finished, a new one
emerged. Management (both top and middle) always had another challenge
for people like me in the endless pursuit of better products, service and greater
profits. I was working on projects in the U. S. and Europe, as well as providing
advice to my colleagues in Asia. I had a lot of success in the work I was doing
and enjoyed the experience I gained. It seemed that the tools and approaches I
learned were useful to many situations and made quick, positive impacts. It was
also gratifying to be called upon for help by so many people in the organisation.
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‘One of my most
successful Lean Six
Sigma projects focused
on increasing the on-time
shipment of products to
our customers across
Europe from a particular
distribution centre.

After three years I reached the top level of certification in my area of expertise.1
I continued with this type of work for almost seven years. Over time, I sensed
that many of the requests for support I received kept re-surfacing in one way or
another. The problems I solved reappeared in another country or in a different
part of the organisation, and my efforts felt somewhat repetitive.

We identified the root
cause for the existing
low level of performance
in the parcel sorting
machine and the process
of sorting to destinations
and worked on solving the
various problems in the
sorting process. On-time
shipment went up from
65% to 98%.’

Part two: Discovering AI – now what?
My first AI foundations course was a great experience.2 I connected well with
the methodology and approach. I learned new ideas and useful techniques. My
big question at that stage was how to integrate this fantastic new approach
with everything I was doing before, and how to bring AI to my corporate world.
My main struggle was the realisation that everything I had done until then was
deficit-(or problem-) based and all the new approaches I was attracted to were
strength-based. In between there seemed to be a chasm.

I started asking for advice, which led to an extensive career-coaching process. At
the end, I realised that my career vision lies in being a positive-change leader for
individuals, teams and organisations. This realisation led me to further research
through which I discovered Appreciative Inquiry as a positive-change approach.

All of a sudden I felt that my work with Six Sigma and Lean thinking was ‘bad’ and
AI was ‘good’. I felt I had to throw away everything I had learned and experienced
until then and re-start a new learning journey. Six Sigma and Lean Thinking
seemed to clash fundamentally in their style, language, process and logic with
AI. How could I connect AI’s 5D process with the DMAIC3 process from Six
Sigma and its specific emphasis on finding root causes for problems through
analysis? How could I continue my efforts to eliminate waste while inquiring into
what gives life to my organisation? These questions confused me for a while.
On the one hand, I loved the energy and creativity AI brought by focusing on the
strengths and high moments. On the other hand, I didn’t want to lose the familiar
world of process mapping with post-it notes and deep statistical analysis.
During the following year, I tried using AI with a few projects and experienced
great success and strong interest from colleagues in my company. At the same
time, I continued to use my old techniques of Lean Thinking and Six Sigma with
other projects. The more I continued practising the two approaches in parallel,
the wider the gap seemed to be. I knew I wanted to bridge that gap, but didn’t
know how. Talking to other practitioners of AI, Six Sigma and Lean Thinking did
not seem to help. Each advocated the strengths of their approaches. The AI
practitioners I met, whilst trying to appreciate my background, unique expertise
and challenge, did not seem to understand my need and drive to bridge the
two internal worlds I was experiencing. The Six Sigma and Lean Thinking
practitioners were quick to point out the defects they believed were inherent
within AI, as well as the potential waste.4 At that time, my organisation had a
1 The highest certification level in Six Sigma is called Master Black Belt. At that stage my
key focus was on training and mentoring others as well as working on higher level, crosscompany projects.
2 A course delivered by Mette Jacobsgaard and Jane Magruder-Watkins in Lincoln, UK.
3 DMAIC stands for the following: Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control. The
Analyse and Control stages of Six Sigma seemed particularly at odds with the spirit of AI.
4 Some of my Lean Six Sigma colleagues felt the AI approach ignored problems in each
situation, was too slow to achieve results, wasn’t based on sound data and potentially
created an uncontrollable situation. Some of their comments seemed convincing,
perhaps because they echoed some of my own doubts at that stage.
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‘The first time I used
AI in my company
turned out to be a huge
success. The project
focused on building
better relationships with
its biggest customer in
Britain. After I explained
AI, I had full management
support.
The inquiry focused
on best experiences
in existing business
relationships, both
between the two
companies and with their
other business partners,
and the future hopes of
both businesses.
One participant
commented: ‘I haven’t
seen a team come
together better than this!’
Also noticeable was how
quickly the success story
spread within my company
around the globe.’
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strong (and proud) problem-solving culture and my energy and interest were
shifting elsewhere. I decided to leave my organisation and start pursuing my
passions as an independent consultant. I continued to further my understanding
of AI by reading literature and taking more advanced courses. The main driver
was my desire to fill the gaps of knowledge I felt I had and possibly bridge the
chasm I experienced.
Part three: Building a bridge – looking for strengths in the deficit world
The turning point arrived a year after my first course. I took an AI coaching
course5 which significantly helped clarify my way forward. I realised that the way
forward for me was not by addressing my knowledge gaps: I could keep doing
that forever. Instead, I could gain new insights by looking at my strengths and
best experiences to date, including the strengths and best experiences I had
while practising deficit-based techniques. I also learned that the 5D model, while
solid and versatile, is not the only way to apply AI. I had a deeper understanding
and strong connection with the principles behind AI. I then realised how
fundamental it was to have this deep understanding and connection with the
principles of AI and how important it was to apply them in everything I did both
professionally and personally. AI became far more alive and meaningful for me at
that stage.
Over the next few months, I started asking myself different questions. Instead of
asking what else I needed to learn, or how to ‘fix’ Six Sigma and Lean Thinking in
order to create a bridge between my two internal worlds, I started exploring my
own strengths. What do I do well when I work with Six Sigma and Lean Thinking?
What were the most powerful experiences I had with these techniques? What
did I like the most? Which tools worked best? What did people I worked with
like about these methodologies? What worked well for the organisation when I
applied them? What was so unique and attractive about these methodologies?
At the same time, I also referred back to the guiding principles behind Six Sigma
and Lean Thinking. These principles were actually, to my surprise at the time,
very strength-oriented. For example, the reason why Six Sigma is focused so
much on defect identification and elimination is actually the pursuit of quality.
The guiding principle behind Lean Thinking is the desire to deliver the best value
to the customer as quickly as possible. All of a sudden there didn’t seem to be
such a dichotomy between the two worlds!
The next stage in this journey was to take the tools and techniques from Six
Sigma which I liked the most and apply an appreciative approach (or a ‘lens’) and
the principles of AI to the tools or questions I used as part of these approaches.
For example, I still use process mapping to help the groups I work with to
have clarity around a given process. However, instead of focusing the group’s
attention on the waste in that process, I apply the positive principle by focusing
them on the parts of the process where value is created.
It is also clear to me that waste will naturally disappear if people orient
themselves6 towards ways of increasing the value they generate in any process.
Another example is the use of the powerful statistical tools and rigour that Six
Sigma and the DMAIC model provide to identify root causes of success and
amplify them instead of studying defects. I also bring the principle of wholeness
by involving a wider representation of the system I work with. Finally, I now know
5 This course was delivered by Barbara Sloan in Lincoln UK.
6 In other words, the anticipatory principle in action!
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‘I asked the sponsor how
often the organisation
changes rail carriages
successfully and on-time?
A powerful moment of
silence followed ... ‘I don’t
think we ever measured it.’
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that the value of data and statistics is not in the numbers or charts, but in the
conversations we hold around them. We can choose to interpret them as we
wish (as I often did before) and we do so based on our (or our organisation’s)
mental model rather than any external, supposedly objective view. The link to the
principle of social construction with data and statistics has never been clearer!
Part four: Appreciative Lean Thinking and problem solving in practice
Perhaps one of the best examples I have to date of the simultaneity principle in
action was a recent client project I worked on. The client, a rail company, asked
my colleague7 and I to facilitate a process improvement workshop to reduce
the delays to rail services occurring when exchanging faulty carriages with
serviced carriages. The need to exchange faulty carriages has many causes. The
exchange, when not done correctly or in a timely fashion, creates delays to the
rail service and a chain-reaction of further delays to other services.
At a meeting with the project sponsor, who is the head of the department in
charge of rail performance, we were provided with plenty of data points about
the delays, their frequency, root causes and their great financial impact on the
company. I asked the sponsor how often the organisation changes carriages
successfully and on-time? A powerful moment of silence followed... The answer
our sponsor provided was ‘I don’t know... I don’t think we ever measured it’. From
that moment onward, our conversation took a completely different direction. We
were all curious to find out how often the process works well, what contributes to
this success and how we can do more of what already works well.
This single powerful question was the basis of the workshop we delivered. The
workshop followed a new and innovative design following Lean Thinking process
improvement workshops (kaizen event) I have delivered in the past but run with
an appreciative, strength and value focus. We enquired about best experiences,
mapping the process when it works, collecting stories and data about the
process at its best and asking participants what would make it even better.
The questions asked, the evidence sought and the analysis conducted were
all different from the normal Lean Thinking approach and more powerful. The
great ideas the participants came up with came from good practices they were
already doing or had done in the past. It was an exciting process to facilitate
and observe. It also felt very satisfying personally to reach this point in my own
professional development and to be able to connect my ideas and knowledge
in this approach. A new, more appreciative and life-giving way for Lean Thinking
process improvement was born!
Summary
To summarise my experience so far, I can offer other practitioners a wider
and deeper look at AI and its implication on deficit-based approaches. As I
learned from my own journey, there is no need to look at the two as opposites.
AI can benefit from the variety and rigour of some of the deficit-based models
that worked for us so well for such a long time. At the same time, successful
practitioners of the various deficit-based models that have been developed
during the 20th century could bring a lot of energy and exciting new innovations
by applying AI principles to their strengths and great experiences.
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7 Gill How of Buonacorsi Consulting, my colleague in this project, is an experienced
coach who over the past 14 years has helped many organisations develop their own
successful coaching and change programmes. The workshop described above was cofacilitated by the two of us.
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